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Boston, August ?5, 1*77

Dear Doctor Engelmanni

With todays mail I am sending you two prints of each of your three plates,

which have been corrected according to the returned revised sample prints,

-

Mr. Roetter desired that I should not imme^iately put the text on the stone,

but should first mark out a plate with pencil, so that you could better judge

how it will appear. - Therefor on the small plate (Plate II) I made the text

as I usually make it for Professor Agassiz, only somewhat larger. If this does

not comply with your wishes it would be well if you could indicate approximately

how you would like to have it; also I think it is better that I mention the price

of the work, for text, printing and paper, as follows:

Lettering 3 plates a % 3 , #9.

100 copies of Plate I printing t L
.

M rsaner 2.25 6.25

' T II printing 3.

M paper 1.

,f III printing h.

" t>a per 1.50 5.50

The light paper is somewhat ch^aper (?5°/°) but is not so good for this work

because it does not take the color so well from the stone. As you will see on

plate I, Mr. Roetter made a remark that he wishes, as I believe, instead of

P. Roetter in Cap. Del. P. Roetter on stone from nature . Also I would like

to have your permission to add my name (Print» by A # Meisel).

Respectfully,

Your servant

A. Meisel
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Boston, Sept. 10, l8?7

Doctor Bngelmannl

With the same mail I am sending you revised. proofs of your three plates,

"Pinus Elliotii", Mr. "Roetter has also promised me to s*nd the desired

specimens with today's mail #

In accordance with your remarks I have made the corrections as well as

I understood them and, if everything is not as you wish, I believe I can rnake

some of them correctly, according to a specific dra-ins-, "Regarding the printing

on the light paper, I can assure you of good prints; only not quite as perfect

as on the thicker.

If it is not unpleasant for you, I would like to ask you to expedite

the work as quickly as possible, because the printing will take several weeks

and, in order to obtain uniform work, I prefer to give the work only to one man.

Your servant,

A. Meisel
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Boston, Dec, \ 1877

Dear Mr. Engelmann,

With today's mail I am sending you proof prints. I have endeavored to

make the corrections as well as I am able, accor^ing to your drawings; if

this time the work has again failed, then I must ask you to correspond with

Mr. Roetter about it, because I have only undertaken the printing of your

plates.

I am returning your drawings herewith. It was not possible for me to

do the work faster and I ask you to please pardon the delay.

Your devoted

A, Meisel
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Boston, Dec. 27, 1877

Dear Mr. Engelmann,

As you will see, I have made the designated changes and am sending you

prints of all plates at the same time, and in fact on the thin paper and of

the size specified by you, I would be very happy if it ^ould come to pass

that the work could be completed. I understand very well that such dra^xn^s

must be made very carefully and should be without error, and did as well as

I could understand the description of the alterations.

All of these last corrections are only on the third plate - and if

something eise should be found, then perhaps the printing of both plates

1 & II could begin. It is too bad that the thin paper is being used, the

work would appear to much better advantage on the thick paper.

In conclusion I ask for an early decision in regard to the printing

and the size of the paper - namely if the sheets which I sent are of the

correct size.

Your devoted,

A. Meisel

N.B. I believe to be certain that I enclosed all of your drawirms in my

last letter - I cannot find the sheet you mention.


